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      20389 Create new function to format phone numbers.
If 10 digits ( Before EXT or EXT. or X), Format at (999)
999-9999.
If Ext or Ext. or x in number, add to end of number as
(999) 999-9999 Ext 9999.
Add to Org and Contact screens.

Create new Formatphone funtion.  Use to format phone
numbers on ORg and Contact screens;

Address Book
Phone Number Formatting

Enhancement

      20398 BOM item doesn't show up in Assigned S/L when input
= output.

Change logic to handle cases where one of the BOM
inputs is the same items as the out put  (Disable some
netting issues, don't recusivly process inputBOM;

Bill of Material
Bill of Material

Minor Bug

      20399 Class filter does not appear to work on BOMREPORT. Correct issue with class filter.
Add code to deal with BOM's that have input = output
(Coils) , without change, they are flagged as BAD BOM
due to recursive issues.

Bill of Material
Bill of Materials Re

Minor Bug

      20400 Cost needs to be factored by output qty.  Assumes qty
of 1.

BOMBASEUP

Divide Calc Wt and Cost by Yield Qty if YieldQty <> 1Bill of Material
Update BOM Costs

Minor Bug

      20401 Current cost field on BOM should be divided by output
qty. Assumes an output qty of 1.

Divide BOM Cost by Yield qty to get cost per unitBill of Material
Current Cost on BOM

Enhancement

      20363 Add copy function to Commission Plan screen. Add copy button.

Click on Add, enter Plan name, click on copy, select plan
to copy, details will be copied into current plan.

Commission Tracking
Commission Plans

Enhancement

      20403 Change vendor import to add remitto and soldfrom
records in pcxref with aclass = 'Y'

Set aclass = Y on SOLDFROM, REMITTO pxcref records.

Add phoneformat logic to phone number

Import/Export Manager
Vendor Import

UI / Usability
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      20303 Add new hazmat screen as jump screen from HAZMAT
item attribute. Screen contains fields from new hazmat
table and allows user to select when an item is
hazardous based on shipvia.

Add new hazmat table with the follwing columns:
- keyno,ikey,adddate,adduser,editdate,edituser,
- Proper Shipping Name (memo) [psn]
- UN Number (char,10) [unno]
- Hazard Class (char, 10) [hclass]
- PG (char, 10) [pg]
- Label (char, 50) [label]
- Packaging (char, 50) [pkg]

Add new table to hold shipvia methods for each hazmat
item.

Change print screens (printso, printpwo, printinv, bol,
printse, sepost) to include all fields from hazmat table.
Change same print screens to flip hazmat flag according
to shipvia.

Created new hazardous material screen to capture all
required fields per HM item. Changed Print SO screen to
print new fields when needed.; Change HAZMAT screen to
add link to SHIPVIA to allow status to change based on
shipvia

Add all fields to print screens (HM + field name from
HazMat)

Change logic to use SHIPVIA in check for flag
; Change HAZMAT screen to add link to SHIPVIA to allow
status to change based on shipvia

Add all fields to print screens (HM + field name from
HazMat);

Item Control (Inventory)
Hazardous Materials

New Feature

      20385 Allow unload of Non-Stock Transfer Item Change logic to allow unload of Non_stock transfer item. 
Save cost into setrans table at production time, use this
cost for Itemact records

Logistics (Shipping Events)
Unload Carton

Enhancement

      20397 Add soldto information to post-load report.  Pull info
from first linked SO.

Fill out a_soldto cursor with all ent fields from Org
matching soldto on first SO

Logistics (Shipping Events)
Post-Load Report

Enhancement

      20355 Add two new sort/grouping options to the Sales Order
Report (openso).

1. Group by Item, sort by Load Date. 
Force report type to Detail.
Report is grouped by item, then sorted by Load Date
with custno, company, sono, estdate, qty, and unit in the
detail bankd.

2. Sort by Load Date, then SO#.
Report is sorted by load date (header date when in 

Add two new sort options

Load Date + SONO (sort by somast.estdate + sono in
summary, sotran.estdate + sono in detail.  Create new
reports for both summary and detail)

Item + Load Date - Force to detail, make new report

Add
RFQNOTES,INVNOTES,PWONOTES,BILLNOTES,INTN
OTES,SHIPNOTES to cursor

Order Entry
Sales Order Report

Enhancement
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summary, line date when in detail), then by SO#. 

Also, verify that all SO Header note types are in cursor
of report (SO, PWO, Invoice, PO, Billing, Internal).

      20404 Add HotKey to recalc QtyOpen/Qty Shipped Values (F9)

 

Add function to recalc qtyopen and qtyshipped values (F9
on so screen when not in edit mode);

Order Entry
SO Screen

UI / Usability

      20393 Default lot numbers in coil production are illogical and
repeat when more than nine.

XXX-01 should be first number and should be
sequential afterwards.

Change to use right Function instead of left to handle seq
numbering correctly.

Change logic to handle more that 99 splits also.

Production
PWO Lot Numbering

UI / Usability

      20395 Yields grid doesn't have a sort order. Change to Item
and Serial/Lot.

Add index (item + serialnum)Production
Allocate Serial/Lots

Enhancement

      20378 Do not ever allow qty in single bundle to be more than
the qty order.
If qty order is 15, and ams data is 17, only put 15 in
bundle.
If qty is split between two bundles, allow it, since the
actual qty in each is not known.
If order qty is 15, and bundle A is flagged with 10, and
bundle B is flagged with 7, allow both since actual qty in
each is not known.

 

Change logic to count line item qty in current carton, and
limit add to max of qty order on SO.

IF 15 ordered, and AMS indicates 17 in carton, limit carton
to 15.

Installed at SBS;

Roll Former Integration
AMS Bundle Qty

Enhancement

15Total Number of Changes:
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